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ABSTRACT
The clustering amplitude of galaxies depends on their intrinsic luminosity. We compare the
properties of publicly available galaxy formation models with clustering measurements from
the Two-degree Field Galaxy Redshift Survey. The model predictions show the same qualitative
behaviour as the data but fail to match the observations at the level of accuracy at which
current measurements can be made. We demonstrate that this is due to the model producing
too many satellite galaxies in massive haloes. We implement simple models to describe two
new processes: satellite–satellite mergers and the tidal dissolution of satellites to investigate
their impact on the predicted clustering. We find that both processes need to be included in
order to produce a model which matches the observations.
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1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
The clustering of galaxies encodes information about the values
of the cosmological parameters and also about the physical pro-
cesses behind the formation and evolution of galaxies. In the cold
dark matter (CDM) hierarchical structure formation theory, galax-
ies grow inside dark matter haloes (Cole 1991; White & Frenk
1991). The formation of structure in the dark matter is governed by
gravity and can be modelled accurately using N-body simulations
(e.g. Springel, Frenk & White 2006). However, the fate of baryonic
material is much more complicated as it involves a range of often
complex and non-linear physical processes. The efficiency of galaxy
formation is expected to depend on the mass of the host dark matter
halo (e.g. Eke et al. 2004; Baugh 2006). Modelling the dependence
of galaxy clustering on intrinsic properties such as luminosity offers
a route to establish how such properties depend upon the mass of
the host halo and hence to improve our understanding of galaxy
formation.
Over the past decade, models of galaxy clustering have evolved
which allow us to interpret observational data and learn more about
how galaxies are distributed between dark matter haloes. This de-
velopment has been led by semi-analytical models, which can pop-
ulate large volumes with galaxies in a short time using physically
motivated prescriptions (Kauffmann, Nusser & Steinmetz 1997;
Kauffmann et al. 1999; Benson et al. 2000, 2001; Hatton et al.
2003). Such studies also inspired empirical approaches which in-
volve fitting halo occupation distributions (HODs; Peacock & Smith
E-mail: h.s.kim@durham.ac.uk
2000; Cooray & Sheth 2002) and conditional luminosity functions
(van den Bosch, Mo & Yang 2003), parametric functions which
describe the number of galaxies per halo and the luminosity of
galaxies within a halo, respectively.
Recent advances in astronomical instrumentation have produced
a wealth of information on galaxy clustering. The enormous vol-
ume and number of galaxies in the Two-degree Field Galaxy Red-
shift Survey (2dFGRS; Colless et al. 2001) and the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000) have made possible accurate
measurements of clustering for samples of galaxies defined by var-
ious intrinsic properties (Norberg et al. 2001, 2002a; Zehavi et al.
2002, 2005; Madgwick et al. 2003; Li et al. 2006). The variation
of clustering strength with luminosity tells us how galaxies popu-
late haloes and hence about the physics of galaxy formation. Any
discrepancy between the observational measurements of cluster-
ing and theoretical predictions points to the need to improve the
models, either by refining existing ingredients or by adding new
ones.
The dependence of galaxy clustering on luminosity has been mea-
sured accurately in the local Universe (Norberg et al. 2001, 2002a;
Zehavi et al. 2002, 2005; Li et al. 2006; Norberg et al., in prepara-
tion). Over the period spanned by these studies, galaxy formation
models have evolved significantly, particularly in the treatment of
bright galaxies (see e.g. Benson et al. 2003). The majority of current
models invoke some form of heating of the hot gas atmosphere to
prevent gas cooling in massive haloes, in order to reproduce the
bright end of the galaxy luminosity function. This has implications
for the correlation between the galaxy luminosity and host dark
matter halo mass, which has, in turn, an impact on the clustering of
galaxies.
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Li et al. (2007b) compared the semi-analytical galaxy formation
models of Kang et al. (2005) and Croton et al. (2006), two early
models with active galactic nucleus (AGN) feedback, against mea-
surements of clustering from the SDSS. Qualitatively, the models
displayed behaviour similar to the real data, but did not match the
clustering measurements in detail. For example, Li et al. showed
that as the luminosity varies the predictions of the Croton et al.
model change in clustering amplitude by an amount similar to the
observations. The brightest galaxies are the most strongly clustered
in the model. However, the clustering strength displays a minimum
around L∗ before increasing again for fainter galaxies. The luminos-
ity dependence in the SDSS data, on the other hand, is monotonic. Li
et al. speculated that the models predict too many galaxies in mas-
sive haloes. They demonstrated that the clustering predictions could
be improved, but not fully reconciled with the data, by removing
satellite galaxies by hand.
In this paper, we extend this comparison to the 2dFGRS clustering
measurements and test the latest galaxy formation models. By us-
ing the blue selected 2dFGRS, we widen the range of physics tested
to include the processes which influence recent star formation. We
compare models produced by different groups which allows us to
probe different implementations of the physics. We reach conclu-
sions similar to those of Li et al. and investigate physical ways to
achieve the required reduction in the number of satellites.
The structure of this paper is as follows. We briefly introduce the
three semi-analytic models we discuss in Section 2. In Section 3, we
compare the two-point correlation function results for the 2dFGRS
with the theoretical predictions. In Section 4, we explore the mecha-
nisms that drive clustering, particularly the galaxy luminosity–host
halo mass relation, and give a step-by-step illustration of how the
number of galaxies as a function of halo mass (the HOD) is con-
nected to the clustering amplitude. We empirically determine the
HOD which reproduces the observed luminosity dependence of
clustering in Section 5. We implement simple models for two new
physical processes in Section 6, to see if we can modify the existing
models to match the observed clustering. Finally, in Section 7, we
give a summary and conclusions.
2 G A L A X Y F O R M AT I O N MO D E L S
To make predictions for the clustering of galaxies, we need a the-
oretical tool which can populate large cosmological volumes with
galaxies. Furthermore, it is essential that we have well-developed
predictions for the properties of the model galaxies, in order that we
can extract samples which match different observational selection
criteria. Gas dynamic simulations currently struggle to meet both
of these requirements. Such calculations demand high resolution
which limits the accessible computational volume. Also, the level
of sophistication of the model predictions in gas simulations is not
always sufficient to make direct contact with observational quanti-
ties. Semi-analytical models, on the other hand, meet both of the
above requirements, whilst inevitably addressing the physics in a
more idealized manner than the gas simulations, and are therefore
well suited to clustering studies (for an overview of this approach,
see Baugh 2006).
In the first half of this paper we consider predictions for galaxy
clustering from three semi-analytical models, those of Bower et al.
(2006), de Lucia & Blaizot (2007) and Font et al. (2008). These mod-
els are publicly available from the Millennium Galaxy Archive.1 In
1 http://galaxy-catalogue.dur.ac.uk:8080/Millennium/
the second part, we consider modifications to the Bower et al. model.
We shall also refer to the Bower et al. and Font et al. models as the
Durham models (and as Bower06 and Font08, respectively, in figure
labels) and to the de Lucia & Blaizot model as the Munich model
(and as DeLucia07 in plots).
The three models listed above are set in the context of structure
formation in a CDM universe as modelled by the Millennium Sim-
ulation2 of Springel et al. (2005). The starting point is the merger
histories of dark matter haloes, which are extracted from the simu-
lation (note that both groups have independent algorithms for con-
structing merger histories; see Springel et al. 2005; Harker et al.
2006 for further details). The models follow a common range of
processes which involve the baryonic component of the universe:
gas cooling, star formation, reheating of cold gas by supernovae,
chemical evolution of gas reservoirs, heating of the hot gas halo by
AGN and galaxy mergers. The implementation of these processes
differs in detail between the models, and we refer the reader to the
original references for a full description. Moreover, when setting the
model parameters, different emphasis was placed on the reproduc-
tion of particular observational data sets. Here, we simply remark
on some key features of the models.
Bower et al. (2006) use the model of Malbon et al. (2007) to
describe the growth of supermassive black holes through galaxy
mergers, and the accretion of cold and hot gas. The latter process is
the key to matching the sharpness of the break in the local optically
selected galaxy luminosity function. The energy released by the
accretion of hot gas on to the black hole is assumed to match the
luminosity which would have been released by gas cooling, thereby
suppressing the formation of bright galaxies (see Croton et al. 2006).
The Font et al. (2008) model is a development of the Bower et al.
model. First, in the Font et al. model, the stellar yield in all modes
of star formation is twice that adopted in the Bower et al. model.
This shifts the locus of the red and blue sequences in the colour–
magnitude relation to better agreement with local data from the
Sloan survey (see Gonzalez et al. 2009 for a comparison of the
predicted colour distributions with SDSS observations). Secondly,
in the Font et al. model, the stripping of the hot gas from newly
accreted satellite galaxies is not assumed to be 100 per cent efficient.
This is different from the assumption commonly made in semi-
analytical models and is motivated by the results of recent gas
dynamics simulations carried out by McCarthy et al. (2008). This
means that in the Font et al. model, galaxies can continue to accrete
cold gas even after they have been subsumed into a more massive
halo. This results in an improved match to the observed colour
distribution of satellite galaxies (Gonzalez et al. 2009). Both the
Bower et al. and Font et al. models give very good matches to
the stellar mass function over the full redshift range for which
observational estimates are available.
The de Lucia & Blaizot (2007) model is a development of
the semi-analytical models of Springel et al. (2001), de Lucia,
Kauffmann & White (2004) and Croton et al. (2006). Luminosity-
dependent clustering and colour-dependent clustering were dis-
cussed in Springel et al. (2005) and Croton et al. (2006),
2 The cosmological parameters of the Millennium Simulation are a matter
density parameter of M = 0.25, cosmological constant of  = 0.75,
baryon density b = 0.045, a fluctuation amplitude of σ 8 = 0.9, spectral
index of perturbations of ns = 1 and present-day Hubble constant of H 0 =
73 km s−1 Mpc−1. The halo mass resolution limit does not affect the galaxy
luminosity function at the luminosities studied in this paper.
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Figure 1. The bJ-band luminosity function of the Bower et al. (2006; black,
solid line), de Lucia & Blaizot (2007; blue, dashed line) and Font et al.
(2008; red, dotted line) models. The green symbols show the estimate
of the luminosity function made from the 2dFGRS (from Norberg et al.
2002a).
respectively; the de Lucia & Blaizot model gives clustering pre-
dictions similar to those from these earlier models.
The parameters of the models are set to give a reasonable repro-
duction of the present-day galaxy luminosity function, as shown by
Fig. 1. In this paper we give ourselves the freedom to adjust the
luminosities of the model galaxies, whilst maintaining the ranking
of galaxy luminosity, to force an exact match to the 2dFGRS lu-
minosity function measured by Norberg et al. (2002a). This small
adjustment allows us to rule out abundance differences as a possible
source of variations between the clustering predictions of differ-
ent models. We apply the same methodology to the modified ver-
sions of the Bower et al. model discussed in the second part of the
paper.
3 PR E D I C T I O N S F O R
LUMINOSITY-DEPENDENT CLUSTERING
In this section, we compare the predictions of the three galaxy
formation models (Bower et al. 2006; de Lucia & Blaizot 2007;
Font et al. 2008) with measurements of clustering made from the
final 2dfGRS (Norberg et al., in preparation). The observational
data are presented in the form of the projected correlation function,
(σ )/σ . This statistic is estimated from the two-point correlation
function binned in pair separation parallel and perpendicular to the
line of sight, ξ (σ , π ):
(σ )
σ
= 2
σ
∫ ∞
0
ξ (σ, π ) dπ. (1)
When redshift is used to infer the radial distance to a galaxy, gravi-
tationally induced peculiar motions on top of the Hubble flow cause
a distortion to the inferred clustering signal. In principle, the pro-
jected correlation function is unaffected by the contribution from
peculiar velocities. In practice, the integration in equation (1) has to
be truncated at a finite value of π as the clustering signal on larger
scales becomes noisy. Norberg et al. (in preparation) show that
this truncation has a negligible effect on the form of the projected
correlation function on scales below 10 h−1 Mpc.
The observational measurements we use in this paper are from
the final 2dFGRS. Previous results for the luminosity dependence
of galaxy clustering were presented by Norberg et al. (2001, 2002a).
These papers analysed an intermediate version of the 2dFGRS
which consisted of around 160 000 unique, high-quality galaxy red-
shifts. In the final version of the data set used by Norberg et al. (in
preparation), there are more than 220 000 galaxy redshifts. The
solid angle of high spectroscopic completeness regions has also in-
creased, by a larger factor than the change in the total number of
redshifts. Hence, a more accurate measurement of the clustering in
different volume-limited samples is now possible. The estimation
of errors on the clustering measured for the different samples has
also been revisited (Norberg et al. 2009). An internal estimate of the
error is made using the bootstrap resampling technique. This has
the advantage over the mock catalogues used previously that the
change in clustering strength with luminosity is taken into account.
The 2dFGRS is selected in the blue bJ band. This is more sensitive
to recent episodes of star formation in galaxies than the red r-band
selection used in the SDSS.
We first examine the clustering of L∗ galaxies. Fig. 2 compares
the model predictions and the 2dFGRS measurement for the pro-
jected correlation function of L∗ galaxies, along with the projected
correlation function of the dark matter in the Millennium Simu-
lation. On large scales, σ > 3 h−1 Mpc, the models have a shape
similar to the observations, but different amplitudes. The Durham
models (Bower et al. and Font et al.) have a higher clustering am-
plitude than the data, but are similar to the dark matter. On small
scales, σ ≤ 1 h−1 Mpc, the Durham models are significantly above
the 2dFGRS measurement. The de Lucia & Blaizot prediction is
a remarkably good match to the L∗ clustering data over the full
range of scales plotted. As we will see in the next section, the clus-
tering predictions can be broken down into contributions from the
most massive galaxy in each halo, referred to as the central galaxy,
and satellite galaxies. The form of the projected correlation func-
tion on small scales is driven by the number of satellites in massive
haloes. One interpretation of the comparison in Fig. 2 is that massive
haloes in the Durham models contain more L∗ satellites relative to
Figure 2. The projected correlation function of L∗ galaxies measured in
the 2dFGRS by Norberg et al. (in preparation; open symbols). The model
predictions are shown by different coloured lines, as indicated by the key.
The projected correlation function of the dark matter in the Millennium
Simulation is shown by the black solid line.
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Figure 3. The projected galaxy correlation functions divided by the projected correlation function of the dark matter in the Millennium Simulation. The
symbols show the ratios for the 2dFGRS clustering measurements. Different colours and line types show the different luminosity bins as indicated by the key.
The model predictions are shown by the lines. Each panel shows the predictions for a different model, as indicated by the label.
low-mass haloes than in the Munich model. This would also account
for the small difference between the predicted clustering amplitudes
on large scales.
Over a range of just over two decades in projected pair separa-
tion, Fig. 2 shows that the clustering amplitude changes by four
and a half orders of magnitude. In order to see more clearly the
changes in the clustering amplitude with varying galaxy luminosi-
ties, in Fig. 3 we divide the galaxy correlation functions by the dark
matter correlation function. If the Millennium Simulation dark mat-
ter was indeed a match to the real Universe, then the ratio plotted
in Fig. 3 would be the logarithm of the square of the bias, albeit
quantified in terms of projected clustering. The departure of this
ratio from a constant value would then indicate the presence of a
scale-dependent bias. However, it is of course possible that the Mil-
lennium Simulation is not quite representative of reality, with recent
studies suggesting a lower value of the fluctuation amplitude σ 8 (Li
& White 2009; Sanchez et al. 2009). Nevertheless, the Millennium
dark matter serves as a useful benchmark, even if these caveats limit
the interpretation of the ratio.
Fig. 3 shows that the clustering amplitude between the 2dFGRS
galaxy samples varies by a factor of between 3 and 5 depending
on the projected separation. The two faintest samples plotted have
almost the same clustering amplitude. None of the models is able
to reproduce both the overall amplitude of clustering and the trend
with luminosity. The Durham models do a reasonable job of predict-
ing the order of the clustering strength of the luminosity samples.
However, the overall clustering amplitude in these models is too
strong. The Munich model, on the other hand, gives a better match
to the overall clustering amplitude, but fails to reproduce a de-
pendence of clustering on luminosity. The brightest sample in the
DeLucia07 model is more weakly clustered than the corresponding
sample in the 2dFGRS, and there is essentially no difference in the
clustering displayed by the three fainter bins; in the 2dFGRS data,
the −21 < MbJ − 5 log h < −20 sample is clearly more strongly
clustered than the L∗ and fainter galaxies.
The correlation function ratios plotted in Fig. 3 show strong scale
dependence. On the largest scales plotted, this could indicate that
the clustering of dark matter in the Millennium cosmology is not the
same as in the real Universe, as we remarked upon above. However,
the 2dFGRS measurements become noisy on the scales on which
one would expect the bias to approach a constant value (e.g. Coles
1993). On small scales there is a range of shapes and amplitudes,
indicating a wide variety of satellite fractions in the different galaxy
samples. Apart from the brightest sample, the Durham models show
a higher clustering amplitude on small scales than the Munich model
and also a higher amplitude than the observations. This suggests that
there are too many satellite galaxies in haloes in the Durham models,
a conclusion which we confirm in the next section.
4 W H AT D R I V E S G A L A X Y C L U S T E R I N G ?
In this section, we look at the clustering predictions in more detail
to identify which galaxies determine the shape and amplitude of
the correlation function. This will allow us to identify which model
galaxies are responsible for the disagreement found with observa-
tional measurements in the previous section, and hence will motivate
approaches to altering the model predictions for these objects.
The clustering of dark matter haloes depends on their mass.
Haloes which are more massive than the characteristic mass scale
at a particular redshift (roughly the location of the break in the halo
mass function) will be much more strongly clustered than the over-
all dark matter (Cole & Kaiser 1989; Mo & White 1996). We start
by plotting the relation between the galaxy luminosity and the mass
of the host dark matter halo in Fig. 4. The main panel in each plot
shows the median host halo mass and 10–90 percentile range of
the distribution as a function of luminosity, for satellite and central
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Figure 4. The host halo mass for galaxies as a function of luminosity. The
main window in each panel shows the predictions for a different galaxy
formation model, with Bower et al. shown in the top panel, Font et al. in the
middle panel and de Lucia & Blaizot in the lower panel. The median mass
and 10–90 percentile ranges are shown separately for central (blue) and
satellite (red) galaxies. The small window in each panel shows the fraction
of galaxies that are satellites as a function of magnitude.
galaxies separately. The subpanel shows the fraction of galaxies that
are satellites at each magnitude.
Overall, the host halo mass–galaxy luminosity relations for the
different models share the same qualitative behaviour. There is a
trend of increasing host mass with increasing central galaxy lumi-
nosity which steepens around MbJ − 5 log h ≈ −21. A magnitude
brighter than this, the median host halo mass drops in each case.
The scatter in host mass is small at the faintest luminosities plotted
(around a factor of 2 in the de Lucia & Blaizot model) and in-
creases with luminosity. For the brightest galaxies shown in Fig. 4,
the 10–90 percentile range covers more than two orders of magni-
tude in halo mass. The median host mass of satellite galaxies does
not increase with luminosity as quickly as it does for the centrals
(an order of magnitude increase in host mass over the magnitude
range −18 > MbJ − 5 log10 h > −22, compared with two orders
of magnitude for the centrals). The 10–90 percentile range is very
broad for faint and intermediate luminosity satellites (∼2 orders of
magnitude) and shrinks only for the brightest satellites.
The quantitative differences between the models in Fig. 4 explain
the differences in the predictions for luminosity-dependent cluster-
ing evident in Fig. 3. First, the median host mass relations for
the central and satellite galaxies in the de Lucia & Blaizot model
are lower than those in the Bower et al. and Font et al. models.
This means that the overall amplitude of clustering is lower in the
de Lucia & Blaizot model as seen in Fig. 3. Secondly, the scatter
in the mass–luminosity relation for centrals is substantially smaller
in the Munich model than it is in the Durham models, particularly
for fainter galaxies. This means that the halo mass–luminosity re-
lation is better defined in the Munich model compared with the
Durham models, which explains the somewhat stronger trend of
luminosity-dependent clustering displayed in the Munich model.
The difference in the width of the distribution for the central
galaxies could be driven by the choice of time over which gas is
allowed to cool in a halo. In the Munich model, gas is allowed to
cool over a dynamical time. In the Durham models, the cooling
time depends upon the merger history of the individual trees. For
haloes of a given mass, there will therefore be a range of cooling
times in the Durham models, but a fixed cooling time in the Munich
model.
The subpanels in each part of Fig. 4 show the fraction of satellite
galaxies as a function of luminosity. For all the models, the fraction
declines to brighter magnitudes. Due to the wide range of halo
masses occupied by satellites, and the strong dependence of bias or
clustering strength on halo mass, it is possible for satellites to make
an important contribution to the overall clustering signal, even if
they are outnumbered by centrals. Furthermore there is a plateau in
the satellite fraction in the Durham models which is not seen in the
Munich model. This suggests that we should focus on reducing the
number of satellite galaxies in order to improve the Durham model
predictions for luminosity-dependent clustering. We investigate this
point in more detail next in this section.
An alternative way to present the information contained in the
host mass–luminosity plot is the HOD (for a review, see Cooray
& Sheth 2002). The HOD gives the mean number of galaxies as a
function of dark matter halo mass, divided into the contribution from
central and satellite galaxies. The HOD has the advantage over the
host halo mass–galaxy luminosity plot that it can be more directly
related to galaxy clustering (e.g. Benson et al. 2000; Berlind et al.
2003).
The HOD for the Bower et al. model is shown in the top row
of Fig. 5, in which each column shows the HOD for galaxies in
a different bin in absolute magnitude. The bins are 1 mag wide,
whereas in the majority of cases in the literature, cumulative bins
are used. The generic form adopted for the HOD is a step function
for central galaxies, which makes the transition from zero to one
galaxy per halo at some halo mass threshold, which is determined
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Figure 5. The steps connecting the number of galaxies per halo to the strength of galaxy clustering in the Bower et al model. Each column corresponds to a
different galaxy sample, as indicated by the label. The blue curves show the contribution from central galaxies, the red dotted curves show satellite galaxies
and the black solid curves show centrals plus satellites. The top row shows the galaxy HOD. The middle row shows this HOD multiplied by the dark matter
halo mass function and normalized by the total number of galaxies in the luminosity bin. The bottom row shows the HOD multiplied by the halo mass function
and the halo bias, again normalized by the total number of galaxies in the luminosity bin. In this case, the area under the black solid curve is the effective bias
of the sample. The vertical dot–dashed line in the lower panels indicates the mass which divides the area under the curve in half.
by the galaxy selection (e.g. Zehavi et al. 2002). More gradual
forms for the transition from zero to one galaxy per halo have been
discussed (Zheng et al. 2005). The HOD for satellites is assumed
to be a power law with slope α; the mean number of satellites per
halo reaches unity at a somewhat higher halo mass than that at
which the mean number of central galaxies first approaches unity.
The satellite galaxy HOD for the Bower et al. model agrees with
the standard HOD paradigm. The central galaxy HOD, on the other
hand, has a richer structure. The downturn seen at high masses is
due to the adoption of a differential, finite width magnitude bin.
With increasing halo mass, the central galaxies eventually become
too bright to be included in a particular magnitude bin. For all the
luminosity bins plotted, the HOD of central galaxies does not reach
unity, in contradiction to one of the primary assumptions in HOD
modelling. The central HOD rises to a peak just below unity, before
showing a dip with increasing halo mass. This feature is due to AGN
heating which suppresses gas cooling above M ∼ 1012 h−1 M at
the present day in this model. This spike has a similar appearance in
the Font et al. model, even though the ‘switch-on’ of AGN heating
feedback is handled in a more gradual way in this case.
The HOD does not tell us the full story about galaxy clustering,
but only the first step. The next relevant consideration is the abun-
dance of dark matter haloes. The number density of haloes declines
exponentially with increasing mass beyond the characteristic mass
(see e.g. Jenkins et al. 2001). The HOD weighted by the halo mass
function is shown in the second row of Fig. 5. Note that we have
now switched to a linear scale on the y-axis. The contribution of
satellite galaxies is now much less important than the impression
gained from the HOD plot. Next, in the bottom row of Fig. 5 we
plot, as a function of halo mass, the HOD multiplied by the halo
mass function and the bias factor. Again, a linear scale is used for the
y-axis. The area under the black curve in this case gives the effective
bias of the galaxy sample. The satellites make a larger contribution
to the effective bias than they do to the number density. This is
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because the satellites are preferentially found in high-mass haloes
which have large bias factors.
5 A N EM P I R I C A L S O L U T I O N TO TH E
PROBLEM OF LUMINOSITY-DEPENDENT
C LUSTER ING
In this section, we find an empirical solution to the problem of
matching the observed luminosity dependence of clustering. We do
this by changing the HOD of the Bower et al. model by hand. We
could equally well have chosen to use the Font et al. model and
would have reached similar conclusions. We saw in the previous
section that the HOD for central galaxies has a complicated shape
which is not well described by the standard HOD parametrizations.
This is, in part, due to the physics invoked in the models and to
the use of differential rather than cumulative luminosity bins. The
satellite galaxy HOD, on the other hand, has a more straightforward
power-law form, N sat ∝ Mαhalo, where Mhalo is the host halo mass.
Moreover, we saw in the previous section that the Durham models
have more satellite galaxies than the Munich model and that this
could be the reason behind their poorer match to the observed clus-
tering. Here, we establish how the satellite HOD must be changed
in order to match the 2dFGRS results better. This will help guide
an investigation into changing the physics of the galaxy formation
model which is carried out in the next section.
The satellite HOD for the Bower et al. model plotted in Fig. 5 has
a power-law form with slope α ∼ 1 in each of the luminosity bins.
We note that the same slope is generally found for other galaxy
selections, such as luminous red galaxies (Almeida et al. 2008;
Wake et al. 2008).
The starting point to make a realization of galaxy clustering is
the DHalo3 catalogue of dark matter halo masses and positions con-
structed from the Millennium simulation (Harker et al. 2006). This
is the halo catalogue used in the GALFORM model and is somewhat
different from the list of haloes generated by the friends-of-friends
group finding algorithm. The DHalo catalogue is constructed with
reference to the merger histories of the dark matter haloes. In the
case of a friends-of-friends merger history, it is possible, occasion-
ally, for the mass of a halo to decrease with increasing time. This
happens, for example, when two haloes are either extremely close
or overlap to some extent at one time-step, but move apart and
are identified as separate haloes at a subsequent output time. The
DHalo algorithm ‘looks ahead’ to check if haloes merged by the
group finder at one output time stay merged at the next two outputs.
Keeping the same mass at which the mean number of satellites per
halo reaches unity as predicted by the fiducial Bower et al. model,
we allow the slope of the satellite HOD to vary for each magnitude
bin in order to obtain a better match to the 2dFGRS clustering data.
The number of galaxies as a function of halo mass is assumed to
have a Poisson distribution for N > 1. For halo masses for which
the HOD predicts N < 1, a fraction of haloes is populated with a
satellite galaxy at random, i.e. if the random number is chosen from
a uniform distribution between zero and one, x < N , then the halo
is assigned a satellite, otherwise it has no satellite. We have tested
that this procedure can reproduce the clustering in the Bower et al.
model when the Bower et al. HOD is used.
The modified HOD derived as described above is shown by the
solid lines in Fig. 6. The HOD of the original Bower et al. model is
shown by the dashed lines in this plot. In the three faintest luminosity
3 http://galaxy-catalogue.dur.ac.uk:8080/Millennium/
bins, the slope of the modified satellite HOD is shallower than the
original, i.e. α < 1, corresponding to a reduction in the number of
satellites in massive haloes. The change in slope is largest in the
faintest bin. In the brightest luminosity bin, the trend is reversed and
there are slightly more satellites in massive haloes in the modified
HOD. By reducing the number of satellites in high-mass haloes,
two effects are generated in the correlation function. The effective
asymptotic bias of the sample is reduced, due to a smaller two-halo
clustering term. Also, the one-halo term is suppressed, reducing
clustering on small scales, as there are a fewer pairs of galaxies
within massive haloes. By contrast with the modified HOD, as we
remarked upon above, the HOD of the Bower et al. model exhibits
the same value of the slope of the satellites in each luminosity
bin.
Fig. 7 shows that the trend of clustering strength with luminos-
ity displayed by the modified HOD matches that of the 2dFGRS
data. Furthermore, the improved level of agreement is seen on both
large and small scales. The matching of the asymptotic bias on
large scales and the shape of the correlation function on small
scales is convincing evidence in support of the modified HOD hav-
ing the correct number of satellite galaxies in haloes of different
masses. The challenge now is to see if the semi-analytical model
can reproduce the form of the modified HOD, either by further ex-
ploration of the model parameter space or by adding new physical
processes.
6 IMPLI CATI ONS FOR SATELLI TE G ALAXIES
I N G A L A X Y F O R M AT I O N MO D E L S
In the previous section, we demonstrated that the clustering prop-
erties of the Bower et al. model can be significantly improved if the
number of satellite galaxies in massive haloes is reduced. This was
achieved by changing the HOD of the Bower et al. model by hand.
The clustering predictions subsequently changed on all scales (in
HOD terminology, both the one- and two-halo contributions were
changed) to improve the match with the 2dFGRS measurements,
which can only be achieved by changing the number of satellites.
In this section we try to reproduce the modified HOD in a physical,
rather than empirical, way by using the GALFORM model.
The first approach we tried was to run variants of the Bower et al.
model in which selected parameters were perturbed from their fidu-
cial values. In particular, we varied parameters which we thought
would have an impact on the relation between galaxy luminosity
and host halo mass, as plotted in Fig. 4. These included the strength
of supernova feedback, the degree of suppression of gas cooling in
massive haloes due to AGN heating and the time-scale for galaxy
mergers. In the case of each of these variant models, we rescaled the
model galaxy luminosities to agree exactly with the observational
estimate of the luminosity function from Norberg et al. (in prepa-
ration). The clustering predictions in the variants were different to
those of the original Bower et al. model. However, none was able to
match the observed clustering. Intriguingly, the slope of the satellite
HOD was α ≈ 1 in all of the models, that is none of the parameter
variations was able to change the slope of the satellite HOD in the
way suggested by the modified HOD.
The second approach we tried was to change the time-scale for
galaxies to merge due to dynamical friction. GALFORM uses a
modified version of the time-scale given by the dynamical friction
formula of Chandrasekhar (1943; see equation 4.16 of Cole et al.
2000). We experimented with adjusting this time-scale by allowing
an extra scaling based on the ratio of the host halo mass to the mass of
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Figure 6. Top row: a comparison of the modified HOD (thick lines) in which the slope of the satellite HOD has been adjusted to match the 2dFGRS clustering
measurements with the original HOD of the Bower et al. model. Bottom row: the contribution to the effective bias as a function of halo mass. The quantity
plotted is the modified HOD weighted by the halo mass function and the halo bias parameter; the area under the black solid curve gives the effective bias
parameter. Each column corresponds to a different luminosity bin as shown by the label. The blue dashed curves show the contribution of central galaxies,
satellites are shown in red dotted and the total is shown in black solid. The vertical lines mark the halo mass which divides the contribution to the effective bias
integral into two. The dot–dashed lines show this mass for the original Bower et al. model and the thick dot–dashed lines for the modified HOD.
Figure 7. The clustering of galaxies after modifying the HOD of the Bower
et al. model (lines) compared to the 2dFGRS data (points). We plot the
projected correlation function divided by an analytic estimate of the non-
linear projected correlation function of the dark matter in the Millennium
Simulation cosmology. Different colours and lines show the results for
different luminosity bins as indicated by the key.
the satellite, MH/M sat. To solve the problem of too many satellites,
we needed to reduce the merger time-scale for MH/M sat > 1. Recent
numerical studies of satellite mergers found that the Chandrasekhar
formula needs to be revised but in the opposite sense, i.e. with a
somewhat longer merger time-scale for objects with MH/M sat > 1
(Jiang et al. 2008; Jiang, Jing & Lin 2009). Hence this approach,
although viable, was abandoned as requiring an unrealistic change
to the prescription for calculating the time-scale for galaxy mergers.
In this section, we explore the incorporation of two physical pro-
cesses into the GALFORM semi-analytical model: the tidal disrup-
tion or stripping of mass from satellite galaxies and mergers between
satellites. The implementations presented here are exploratory and
are meant to give an indication of the likely impact of the new
physics on the model predictions. If the changes turn out to be
promising, the intention is that this should motivate future, fully
self-consistent revisions to the GALFORM machinery.
6.1 The dissolution of satellite galaxies
Galaxy clusters contain a diffuse background of light, the intraclus-
ter light (ICL), which is not associated with any particular galaxy
(e.g. Welch & Sastry 1971). The ICL is thought to result from the
disruption of small galaxies and the stripping of stars from larger
ones. The measurement of the ICL is challenging. Current estimates
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put the ICL in the range of 5–30 per cent of the total cluster light
(Zibetti et al. 2005; Krick & Bernstein 2007; Zibetti 2008).
A number of physical processes could be responsible for the re-
moval of stars from satellite galaxies, e.g. tides produced by the
cluster potential and successive high-speed fly-by encounters be-
tween cluster members (Richstone 1976; Aguilar & White 1985).
A full treatment of these effects would require a dynamical sim-
ulation (e.g. Moore, Katz & Lake 1996; Gnedin 2003). Attempts
have been made to implement analytic descriptions of the phe-
nomena modelled in the simulations into galaxy formation models
(e.g. Taylor & Babul 2001; Benson et al. 2004; Yang, Mo & van
den Bosch 2009).
In general, standard semi-analytical galaxy formation codes ig-
nore the tidal disruption of satellite galaxies. A recent exception is
the calculation of Henriques, Bertone & Thomas (2008). These
authors post-processed the output of the Munich group’s semi-
analytical model to remove galaxies that they believed should have
been tidally disrupted. Galaxies are associated with the dark mat-
ter halo in which they first formed as a central galaxy. When this
halo merges with a more massive halo, it becomes a satellite halo
or substructure, and is stripped of mass through dynamical effects.
Eventually, the substructure may fall below the resolution limit of
the N-body simulation (in this case, the Millennium Simulation).
Henriques et al. removed satellites whose host dark matter sub-
structure had dissolved, and added these to the ICL. They found
that by adopting this procedure, the model predictions agreed better
with the slope of the faint end of the luminosity function and the
colour distribution of galaxies. However, this algorithm depends on
the resolution of the N-body simulation, which governs when sub-
haloes are destroyed. Moreover, the softening length adopted in the
simulation exceeds the scale size of all but the very brightest galax-
ies. Hence, it is not clear that any of the more condensed baryonic
material would have been stripped from the model galaxies, even
when the host dark matter halo has been shredded.
Here we adopt a simpler approach which is independent of the
resolution of the N-body simulation. We assume that the degree of
disruption of a satellite galaxy depends on the ratio of the mass of
the main dark matter halo to the mass of the satellite halo at infall,
MH/M sat:
Lnew
Lorig
= β
(
MH
Msat
)−1
, (2)
where Lorig is the original luminosity of the satellite galaxy predicted
by the galaxy formation model, Lnew is the new luminosity intended
to take into account the stripping of mass from the satellite and
β is an adjustable parameter. We chose this scaling of disrupted
luminosity fraction because the galaxy merger time-scale essentially
scales with the mass ratio MH/M sat; objects with large values of
MH/M sat will spend longer orbiting within the host dark matter
halo and are therefore more susceptible to dynamical disruption.
Our satellite disruption prescription involves post-processing the
output of the galaxy formation model, to reduce the luminosity of
satellite galaxies according to equation (2). One clear shortcoming
of our approach is that we do not take into account the time when
the satellite galaxy actually fell into the more massive halo. With
our prescription, a satellite could suffer a large luminosity reduction
immediately after falling into a larger structure. On the other hand,
we ignore any stripping which may have occurred at earlier stages
in the merger history. Hence, it is not clear whether our simple
model for the disruption of satellites is likely to be an overestimate
or underestimate of the actual effect.
The Millennium Archive does not list the satellite galaxy dark
halo mass for the Bower et al. model. Hence, it was necessary for us
to rerun the Bower et al. model in order to extract the information re-
quired to apply the model described by equation (2). We present the
results of rerunning the Bower et al. model, labelled Bower06-bis,
without applying any dynamical disruption, in Fig. 8, in which we
show the HOD, and in Fig. 9, where we compare the predicted clus-
tering with the 2dFGRS measurements. A comparison of the results
presented in these plots with the equivalent results for the version
of the Bower et al. model available from the Millennium Archive
(Figs 5 and 3, respectively) shows a subtle but appreciable change in
the model predictions. The rerun version of the Bower et al., which
Figure 8. The HOD after applying the satellite disruption model of equa-
tion (2) (thick lines). The starting point is the HOD of the Bower06-bis
model shown by the lines (normal width). Each panel corresponds to a
different luminosity bin as indicated by the key.
Figure 9. The projected correlation function for galaxy samples of different
luminosities divided by the dark-matter-projected correlation function for
the Millennium Simulation cosmology. The normal width lines show the
predictions of the Bower et al. (rerun) model and the thick lines show this
model after applying the satellite disruption model of equation (2). The
symbols show the clustering data measured from the 2dFGRS.
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we refer to as Bower06-bis, is actually in better agreement with
the 2dFGRS clustering results than the Millennium Archive ver-
sion. The main reason for these differences is small improvements
in the model. There has been substantial code development in the
3 years since the Bower et al. model was originally placed in the
Millennium Archive, to incorporate new physical ingredients and
to improve the implementation of other processes. Also, improve-
ments have been made to the construction of the dark matter halo
merger histories from the Millennium (Helly, private communica-
tion). The rerun Bower et al. model is available in the Millennium
Archive as Bower06-bis. As we shall see, the changes to the clus-
tering predictions arising from the implementation of new physical
processes are, in any case, larger than those between Bower et al.
and Bower06-bis.
The HOD resulting from applying the satellite disruption model
of equation (2) is compared with the Bower06-bis model in Fig. 8.
The free parameter β in the stripping model was set to 0.9 to
produce the best match to the clustering measurements, as plotted
in Fig. 9. As expected, Fig. 8 shows that there are a fewer satellites
in the model with disrupted satellites. The effect appears largest in
the brightest luminosity bin. This is primarily due to the imposed
change in the shape of the luminosity function, rather than to a
shift in the typical value of MH/M sat for each galaxy sample. In the
brightest bin, since the abundance of galaxies drops exponentially
with luminosity, more galaxies are shifted out of the bin in the
faintwards direction, after applying the disruption recipe, than are
shifted into that bin from brighter luminosities. The change in the
HOD generated by applying the satellite disruption model falls
short of the target suggested by the modified HOD derived in the
previous section. In the ICL model, the slope of the satellite HOD
is essentially unchanged and the biggest variation in the number
of satellites is found in the brightest luminosity bin rather than the
faintest. The resulting clustering predictions do not change in the
desired way, as shown by Fig. 9. Rather than altering the luminosity
dependence of clustering, the main effect of disrupting satellites is
to reduce the clustering amplitude in all the luminosity bins.
We close this section by showing the model prediction for the
fraction of the total light in a cluster that is in the form of a diffuse
intergalactic background. Fig. 10 shows that the satellite disruption
model removes at most 20 per cent of the total cluster light from
galaxies, in excellent agreement with the observational estimate
from Zibetti (2008). This agreement is encouraging as the parameter
in the satellite disruption model was set without reference to the
constraint on the background light, but was chosen to improve the
match to the observed clustering.
6.2 Mergers between satellite galaxies
Semi-analytical models typically only consider the merger of satel-
lites with the central galaxy in a halo. In general, a time-scale is
calculated analytically for the orbit of the satellite to decay due to
dynamical friction. If this time-scale is shorter than the lifetime of
the host dark matter halo, then the satellite is assumed to merge with
the central galaxy. When a halo merges with a larger structure, the
galaxies in the smaller halo are assumed to become satellite galax-
ies orbiting the new central galaxy. The satellites retain no memory
of the fact that they were once members of a common halo. New
dynamical friction time-scales are calculated for each satellite.
With the advent of ultra-high resolution N-body simulations,
there is now convincing evidence that this simple picture is incom-
plete (Springel et al. 2008; Angulo et al. 2009; Wetzel, Cohn &
White 2009). The simulations reveal that, following a merger, the
Figure 10. The ICL as a function of halo mass in the satellite disruption
model. The y-axis shows the fraction of the total cluster light which is
attached to galaxies. The green dotted box shows the observational estimate
of the ICL from Zibetti (2008) and the blue dashed box shows the result from
Krick & Bernstein (2007). The red dot–dashed line shows the ICL predicted
by the model with satellite disruption alone (as discussed in Section 6.1);
the black long dashed line shows a model with satellite–satellite mergers
(Section 6.2) and disruption of satellites. This hybrid model is discussed in
Section 6.3.
subhaloes of the lower mass halo often remain as a distinct unit,
orbiting coherently in the new main subhalo. Indeed, several levels
of subhalo hierarchy have been uncovered. By tracing the evolu-
tion of the subhaloes in these simulations, their ultimate fate can
be determined. A large fraction of the high-mass subhaloes which
undergo a merger coalesces with the main subhalo of the new halo.
However, the probability of a merger with a subhalo other than the
main subhalo increases with decreasing subhalo mass. At z = 0,
Angulo et al. (2009) found that subhaloes with 1 per cent or less
of the total mass of the main subhalo were as likely to merge with
another subhalo as with the main subhalo. Rather than merging with
a random subhalo, the merger is with another subhalo which shared
a common parent halo. A merger which started before this parent
halo was subsumed by the main halo is being completed inside the
new halo.
We added satellite–satellite mergers to GALFORM by modifying
the prescription for galaxy mergers. Guided by the results obtained
by Angulo et al. for the Millennium Simulation, we modified the
calculation of the galaxy merger time-scale. Depending on the mass
ratio, MH/M sat, and the redshift, we allowed a fraction of satellite
galaxies to be considered for satellite–satellite mergers (see fig. 5
of Angulo et al.). We did this by considering the last but one level
of the halo merger history, i.e. the progenitor haloes of the present-
day halo. For a selected satellite in the progenitor halo, we asked if
there would be sufficient time for this object to have merged with
the central galaxy in the progenitor by the present day, rather than
by the end of the lifetime of the progenitor. This is equivalent to
allowing the merger to continue in the substructure after it becomes
part of the larger halo. If there is sufficient time, then we merge the
satellite with the central galaxy of the progenitor at the end of the
progenitor’s lifetime. This means that the merger happens sooner
than it would do in practice. If there is a burst of star formation
associated with the merger, then this burst will also happen earlier
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Figure 11. The HOD of the model including satellite–satellite mergers
(thick lines). For reference, the HOD of the Bower06-bis model is shown by
the normal width lines. The values of the power-law slope α of the satellite
HOD are now different in each luminosity bin.
than it should have done. However, in the Bower et al. model, there
is relatively little star formation in bursts at low redshift. Our scheme
does, however, reproduce the number of satellite–satellite mergers
implied by the subhalo mergers in the Millennium Simulation.
By allowing satellite–satellite mergers, we are able to qualita-
tively reproduce the changes suggested by the empirically deter-
mined modified HOD, as shown in Fig. 11. There are two main
reasons for the change in the HOD. First, satellite–satellite merg-
ers reduce the number of satellite galaxies in the model. Secondly,
the number of low-luminosity satellite galaxies in high-mass haloes
is reduced because these objects can merge with other satellites;
the remnant is also a satellite but it is, of course, brighter than its
progenitors. The HOD for central galaxies also changes, with the
central galaxies in more massive haloes becoming brighter (and
hence moving into a brighter luminosity bin). This is because satel-
lites which have experienced satellite–satellite mergers are more
massive than they would have otherwise been and therefore have a
shorter dynamical friction time-scale. The clustering predictions for
the model with satellite–satellite mergers are shown in Fig. 12. The
model now matches the sequence of luminosity-dependent cluster-
ing measured in the 2dFGRS, albeit with slightly higher clustering
amplitudes overall.
6.3 The kitchen sink model
In the previous two subsections, we have seen that the satellite
disruption and satellite–satellite merger models have appealing fea-
tures. The satellite disruption model can change the overall ampli-
tude of the clustering for different luminosity samples, whereas the
satellite–satellite merger model can reproduce the observed trend
of clustering strength with luminosity if not the precise amplitude.
In isolation, neither model offers a fully satisfactory solution to the
problem of matching the luminosity-dependent clustering seen in
the 2dFGRS. It therefore seems desirable to implement both effects
in tandem. We do this by generating a model which incorporates
satellite-satellite mergers and post-processing the resulting satellite
luminosities using the disruption model of equation (2).
Figure 12. The projected correlation functions for galaxies divided by the
projected correlation function of the dark matter for the model with satellite–
satellite mergers. The symbols show the 2dFGRS measurements. The dif-
ferent colours and lines show the different luminosity bins.
Figure 13. The projected correlation functions divided by the correlation
function of the dark matter. The lines show the predictions for the hybrid
satellite–satellite merger and satellite disruption model. The symbols show
the 2dFGRS measurements.
Fig. 13 shows the projected correlation functions predicted by
the hybrid model. The model predictions are now in remark-
ably good agreement with the 2dFGRS measurements. The model
matches the amplitude of clustering, the trend and strength of the
luminosity dependence of clustering and the shape of the correlation
functions. The HOD of this model matches the form of the refer-
ence empirical HOD as shown in Fig. 14. The slope of the satellite
HOD in the hybrid model is influenced by satellite–satellite merg-
ers, whereas its amplitude is determined by satellite disruption.
Fig. 10 shows how the predicted ICL in the hybrid model with
satellite disruption and satellite–satellite mergers compares with the
Bower06-bis model. Again, the amount by which the halo luminos-
ity ratio plotted deviates from unity shows that the fraction of the
total light is not attached to galaxies. The fraction of ICL depends
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Figure 14. The HOD of the hybrid model with satellite–satellite mergers
and disruption of satellites (thick lines). The Bower et al. model HOD is
shown by the normal width lines.
on halo mass and is in very good agreement with the observational
estimates by Zibetti (2008).
Fig. 15 shows the relation between the host halo mass and galaxy
luminosity in the hybrid model. Compared with the Bower et al.
and Font et al. models, there is a relatively little difference in the
median halo mass for either satellite or central galaxies; the changes
in the median mass are of the order of 0.1 dex. However, the host
halo masses of satellite galaxies are large and thus these haloes
are highly biased. A small change in the typical host mass will
therefore produce an appreciable change in the predicted bias. The
key difference is in the fraction of galaxies that are satellites as a
function of magnitude, shown in the lower panel of Fig. 15. The
Figure 15. The host halo mass–luminosity relation for the hybrid model.
The upper panel shows the median halo mass and the 10–90 percentile range.
The red points show the relation for satellite galaxies and the blue lines for
central galaxies. The lower panel shows the fraction of galaxies which are
satellites as a function of magnitude. The dotted lines in both panels show
the relations for the original Bower et al. (2006) model.
number of satellites in the hybrid model is down by almost a factor
of 2 from that in the original Durham models.
7 SU M M A RY A N D C O N C L U S I O N S
The dependence of galaxy clustering on luminosity has been mea-
sured with high accuracy in the local Universe by the 2dFGRS and
SDSS (Norberg et al. 2001, 2002a; Zehavi et al. 2002, 2005; Jing
& Borner 2004; Li et al. 2006). We have shown that the current
‘best-bet’ publicly available galaxy formation models only match
the observational results in a qualitative sense. These models fail
to match the trend of clustering strength with luminosity. We have
demonstrated that the reason for the discrepancy is that the mod-
els predict too many satellites in massive haloes. Li et al. (2007b)
reached a similar conclusion comparing the clustering of galaxies
in the red selected SDSS with the semi-analytical models of Kang
et al. (2005) and Croton et al. (2006).
One potential way to improve the agreement between the model
predictions and the observations, particularly for the Durham mod-
els, would be to change the background cosmology. In particular, a
reduction in the amplitude of density fluctuations to σ 8 ∼ 0.75 has
been suggested as a means to match the observed clustering (Yang
et al. 2004). We investigated this using a small volume simulation.
Whilst the slope of the correlation function on small scales was less
steep than it is for σ 8 = 0.9, this change did not produce luminosity-
dependent clustering. Moreover, such a low value of the fluctuation
amplitude is now disfavoured by the latest cosmological constraints
(e.g. Sanchez et al. 2009).
Li et al. (2007b) showed that the match to the observed clustering
could be improved if ≈30 per cent of the satellite galaxies were
removed from the catalogues generated from the semi-analytical
models. Li et al. did this by hand without any reference to the
mass of the host dark matter halo. This is equivalent to changing
the normalization of the HOD for satellites, without altering the
slope. In this paper, we first changed the HOD of satellites by hand
and found that the agreement with the observed clustering could be
improved by changing the slope of the satellite HOD. For galaxy
samples close to L∗, satellites have to be preferentially removed
from more massive dark matter haloes.
Out of the original semi-analytical models we considered in this
paper, the de Lucia & Blaizot (2007) model came closest to repro-
ducing the 2dFGRS clustering measurements. This model predicted
roughly the correct overall clustering amplitude but failed to show
any dependence of clustering strength on luminosity except for the
very brightest galaxies. This was also the model with the smallest
number of satellites. However, the origin of this paucity of satellites
is unclear, and it could well be due to approximations used in the
model rather than to different physical ingredients. For example,
one approximation used in the de Lucia & Blaizot model is the
adoption of a fixed cooling time for all haloes of a given mass (in
the Durham models, the cooling time depends on the halo lifetime
which is set by the merger history). This could lead to a difference in
the mass distribution of galaxies between the models, which would
in turn alter the time taken for them to merge due to dynamical
friction after they become satellites in a more massive halo. In any
case, there is a clear need to reduce the number of satellites in all the
models in order to improve the match with the 2dFGRS clustering
measurements.
We next tried to remove satellite galaxies from massive haloes
in the Durham semi-analytical models by perturbing the values of
the parameters which control certain processes, such as supernova
feedback, the suppression of gas cooling by AGN heating and galaxy
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mergers. When running a variant model, the predicted luminosity
function often changes. To ensure that changes in the clustering
predictions were robust to the requirement that a model should
reproduce the observed galaxy luminosity function, we rescaled the
model luminosity functions to agree exactly with the observations.
We were unable to find an improved model within the existing
framework, which suggests that additional physical processes which
mostly affect satellite galaxies need to be considered.
The Durham models have recently been revised as regards the
treatment of gas cooling in satellites (Font et al. 2008). Satellite
galaxies can now retain some fraction of the hot halo associated
with them at infall. The precise fraction depends upon the orbit of
the satellite. This improvement of the gas cooling treatment alters
the colours of faint satellites in groups and clusters. The galaxies
we consider in this paper are brighter by comparison and there is
a little change in the clustering predictions of the Font et al. model
compared with those from its predecessor, the Bower et al. (2006)
model.
In this paper, we considered two processes which are not cur-
rently included in most galaxy formation models: mergers between
satellite galaxies and the tidal disruption of satellites. The first of
these processes is motivated by recent high resolution simulations
of the formation of dark matter haloes which show that hierarchies
of substructures persist (Diemand, Kuhlen & Madau 2008; Springel
et al. 2008). Mergers which started in a progenitor halo can run to
completion in the descendant halo. The disruption of satellites has
been modelled analytically in the Durham model in a study of the
heating of the Milky Way’s disc (Benson et al. 2004). Here, we
applied a simple prescription to remove luminosity from satellites
based on the ratio of the host halo mass to the mass of the halo
in which the satellite formed, which is related to the time-scale
for the satellite’s orbit to decay through dynamical friction. Apply-
ing the model for the disruption of satellites changes the overall
amplitude of clustering without improving the trend of clustering
strength with luminosity. Including mergers between satellites, on
the other hand, does alter the predictions for the luminosity de-
pendence of clustering. By applying both extensions together, we
are able to obtain a significantly improved match to the 2dFGRS
measurements (Norberg et al., in preparation). The hybrid model
matches the observational constraints on the amount of ICL.
The differences between the clustering predictions of current
galaxy formation models and observations are small. However, the
differences can be measured robustly and will become even more
apparent when larger surveys become available. These discrepan-
cies limit the usefulness of the models in the construction of mock
catalogues needed for the exploitation of future galaxy surveys and
suggest the need for new physical processes to be incorporated
into the models. The revisions to the galaxy formation models we
propose in this paper are simplistic and are merely intended to high-
light promising areas where the models need to be developed in the
future, in a self-consistent way.
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